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THESIS ABSTRACT 
 
Name:   Ahmed Abdullah Mohammed Bahjat 
Title:   Information Fusion in Multibiometric Systems 
Major Field:  Computer Science 
Date of Degree:  June 2009 
 
Information fusion has been recognized as an important component in the 
design and implementation of multibiometric systems. Recently, improved 
matching and recognition performance have been reported in the literature for 
multimbiometric systems. Information fusion plays a major role in such 
systems. In fact, for multibiometric systems, information fusion can be viewed 
as a scheme to improve the quality of the biometric trait sample for more 
accurate matching performance and reduced false accept/reject rates. It is worth 
noting that the application of information fusion encompasses several stages in 
multibiometric systems ranging from raw samples acquisition to matching 
decision of accept or reject.  In this thesis, we focus on the inclusion of the 
information fusion solution at the sample and pre-feature levels. In particular, 
we propose two efficient fusion schemes.  One scheme is to fuse fingerprint 
images, and the second is to fuse iris images. The scheme of fusing fingerprint 
 x  
images is based on digital image watermarking, while the scheme of fusing iris 
images is based on a statistical modeling of the normalized iris images applied 
at the pre-feature level. For both fusion schemes, we show that the 
multibiometric systems using information fusion yield more acceptable 
performance than traditional biometric systems. 
  ix 
 ﻣﻠﺨﺺ اﻟﺮﺳﺎﻟﺔ
 
  
  ﺑﻦ ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﺑﻬﺠﺖ اﷲ ﻋﺒﺪأﺣﻤﺪ ﺑﻦ    :اﻻﺳـــــــــــــــﻢ
  اﻟﺘﻌﺮف اﻟﺤﻴﻮﻳﺔﻓﻲ أﻧﻈﻤﺔ دﻣﺞ اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت    :ﻋﻨﻮان اﻟﺮﺳﺎﻟﺔ
  ﻋﻠﻮم اﻟﺤﺎﺳﺐ اﻵﻟﻲ    :اﻟﺘﺨﺼـــــــﺺ
  0341رﺟﺐ     :ﺗﺎرﻳﺦ اﻟﺘﺨﺮج 
  
اﻵوﻧѧﺔ اﻷﺧﻴѧﺮة، ﻓѧﻲ . أﺳѧﻠﻮب دﻣѧﺞ اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣѧﺎت ﻳﻌﺘﺒѧﺮ ﻋﻨﺼѧﺮا هﺎﻣѧﺎ ﻓѧﻲ ﺗﺼѧﻤﻴﻢ وﺗﻨﻔﻴѧﺬ ﻧﻈѧﻢ اﻟﺘﻌѧﺮف اﻟﺤﻴﻮﻳѧﺔ اﻟﻤﺘﻌѧﺪدة 
وأﺳѧﻠﻮب دﻣѧﺞ . أﻇﻬﺮت اﻟﺪراﺳﺎت ﺗﺤﺴﻨﺎ آﺒﻴﺮا ﻓﻲ ﺻﺤﺔ اﻟﻤﻄﺎﺑﻘﺔ وﺳﺮﻋﺔ اﻷداء ﻓﻲ أﻧﻈﻤѧﺔ اﻟﺘﻌѧﺮف اﻟﺤﻴﻮﻳѧﺔ اﻟﻤﺘﻌѧﺪدة 
ﻓѧﻲ اﻟﺤﻘﻴﻘѧﺔ ، ﻳﻤﻜѧﻦ اﻟﻨﻈѧﺮ إﻟѧﻰ أﺳѧﻠﻮب دﻣѧﺞ اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣѧﺎت ﻓѧﻲ . اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت هﻮ ﻣﻦ أهﻢ اﻟﻌﻮاﻣﻞ اﻟﻤﺆدﻳﺔ إﻟѧﻰ هѧﺬا اﻟﺘﺤﺴѧﻦ 
 ﻪ أداة ﻟﺘﺤﺴѧﻴﻦ أداء اﻷﻧﻈﻤѧﺔ اﻟﺤﻴﻮﻳѧﺔ وﺗﻘﻠﻴѧﻞ ﻣﻌѧﺪل اﻷﺧﻄѧﺎء ﻓѧﻲ اﻟﻤﻄﺎﺑﻘѧﺔ أو ﻣѧﺎ ﻌﺪدة ﻋﻠﻰ أﻧﺘأﻧﻈﻤﺔ اﻟﺘﻌﺮف اﻟﺤﻴﻮﻳﺔ اﻟﻤ
وﻣѧﻦ اﻟﺠѧﺪﻳﺮ ﺑﺎﻟѧﺬآﺮ أن ﺗﻄﺒﻴﻘѧﺎت أﺳѧﻠﻮب دﻣѧﺞ اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣѧﺎت ﺗﺸѧﻤﻞ ﻋѧﺪة . ﻳﻌѧﺮف ﺑﺎﻟﺴѧﻤﺎح اﻟﺨѧﺎﻃﺊ أو اﻟѧﺮﻓﺾ اﻟﺨѧﺎﻃﺊ 
ﻓѧﻲ هѧﺬﻩ . ﻨﺎﺳѧﺐاﻟﻘѧﺮار اﻟﻤ اﺗﺨѧﺎذﻣﺮاﺣѧﻞ ﻓѧﻲ أﻧﻈﻤѧﺔ اﻟﺘﻌѧﺮف اﻟﺤﻴﻮﻳѧﺔ اﻟﻤﺘﻌѧﺪدة، ﻣѧﻦ ﻣﺮﺣﻠѧﺔ ﺟﻤѧﻊ اﻷدﻟѧﺔ اﻟﺤﻴﻮﻳѧﺔ إﻟѧﻰ 
ﻗﺒѧﻞ اﺳѧﺘﺨﻼص اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣѧﺎت  دﻣѧﺞ اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣѧﺎت ﻓѧﻲ ﻣﺮاﺣѧﻞ اﻷدﻟѧﺔ اﻟﺤﻴﻮﻳѧﺔ و ﻣѧﺎ  اﺳѧﺘﺨﺪامﻋﻠѧﻰ  اهﺘﻤﺎﻣﻨѧﺎاﻟﺮﺳѧﺎﻟﺔ، ﻧﺮآѧﺰ 
اﻷول ﻓѧﻲ دﻣѧﺞ ﺻѧﻮر ﺑﺼѧﻤﺔ اﻷﺻѧﺒﻊ  .ﻧﻄﺮح أﺳﻠﻮﺑﻴﻦ ﺟﺪﻳﺪﻳﻦ ﻓﻲ اﻟѧﺪﻣﺞ ﺑﻜﻔѧﺎءة ﻋﺎﻟﻴѧﺔ ، ﺗﺤﺪﻳﺪا .اﻟﺤﻴﻮﻳﺔ ﻣﻦ هﺬﻩ اﻷدﻟﺔ
أﺳﻠﻮب اﻟﺪﻣﺞ اﻟﻤﺴﺘﺨﺪم ﻓﻲ ﺻﻮر ﺑﺼﻤﺔ اﻷﺻﺒﻊ ﻣﺒﻨﻲ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺗﻘﻨﻴѧﺔ اﻟﻌﻼﻣѧﺔ اﻟﻤﺎﺋﻴѧﺔ . واﻷﺧﺮ ﻓﻲ دﻣﺞ ﺻﻮر ﻗﺰﺣﻴﺔ اﻟﻌﻴﻦ
، أﻣﺎ أﺳﻠﻮب اﻟﺪﻣﺞ ﻓﻲ ﻗﺰﺣﻴﺔ اﻟﻌﻴﻦ ﻣﺒﻨﻲ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺟﻮدة اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت اﻹﺣﺼﺎﺋﻴﺔ اﻟﻤﺴﺘﺨﻠﺼﺔ ﻣѧﻦ ﺧﺼѧﺎﺋﺺ ﺻѧﻮر اﻟﻘﺰﺣﻴѧﺔ 
أﻇﻬѧﺮت اﻟﺪراﺳѧﺔ ﺗﻤﻴѧﺰا ﻣﻠﺤﻮﻇѧﺎ ﻓѧﻲ آﻔѧﺎءة اﻟﺘﻌѧﺮف ﻣﻘﺎرﻧѧﺔ ﺑѧﺎﻟﻄﺮق اﻟﺘﻘﻠﻴﺪﻳѧﺔ ﻓѧﻲ أﺳѧﺎﻟﻴﺐ  ﻓﻲ آﻼ اﻷﺳѧﻠﻮﺑﻴﻦ، . اﻟﻤﻌﺪﻟﺔ
.اﻟﺘﻌѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧﺮف اﻟﺘﻘﻠﻴﺪﻳѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧﺔ
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Chapter 1 
1 Introduction 
 
1.1 Introduction 
Biometric systems refer to recognition systems used for the identification of individuals 
based on a feature vectors derived from their physiological and/or behavioral 
characteristic. Biometric systems are gradually introduced to replace the conventional 
means of person identification/authentication. Unlike the conventional means that are 
based on the person knowledge ("what the person knows") and identification physical 
proofs ("what the person carries") like the password or ID cards, biometric systems are 
based on the personal physiological and/or behavioral traits ("who the person is"). 
 
Biometric systems are generally based on face, facial features, voice, hand geometry, 
handwriting, signature, retina, iris and fingerprint [1]. Biometric systems work by first 
capturing a feature sample such as recording a digital sound signal for voice recognition, 
or capturing the face details into a digital color image for face recognition. Other 
biometric traits are used in a similar fashion using different capture devices. Then, the 
acquired biometric samples are transformed using specific mappings and transformations 
(to be elaborated later in this Thesis) into a compact biometric template for efficient 
 2  
time/space considerations in retrieval, matching and recognition processes. Usually, the 
compact biometric templates provide a normalized, efficient and highly discriminating 
representation of the feature, which can then be objectively compared with other 
templates for identification, matching and recognition purposes. Most biometric systems 
are operated in two different operational modes. The first mode (enrolment) allows the 
enrolment (addition) new biometric templates to a new database (or an existing one). In 
the other mode (identification), a template is created for an individual and then possible 
matching templates are searched for in the populated biometric databases [2]. 
 
Over the last years, the need for reliable user authentication techniques has been rapidly 
increasing. In the United States of America, the demand for such systems has been 
witnessing an annual growth of 10.4% in 2009. Such substantial growth has been mainly 
driven by technological innovations, falling prices and relatively high crime rates [3]. 
Biometrics systems and smart cards are expected to have the main share of the market 
growth [3, 4]. The air transportation business will attract the largest investments and will 
be the subject of the highest market growth [4]. Figure 1 gives the details of the total 
biometric revenues between years 1999 and 2005 [5]. The expected annual revenues of 
the biometric industries from the year 2009 till 2014 are given in Figure 2. It is quite 
interesting to note the shift in scale of revenues from the covered time frames in Figure 1 
and Figure 2. The expected growth starting from the year 2009 lies in the billion dollars 
range which clearly indicates the expected penetration of biometric systems in several 
aspects of day-to-day businesses. 
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card use, physical access control, mobile phone, personal digital assistant (PDA), 
medical records management, distance learning, etc. 
2- Government applications such as national ID card, managing inmates in a 
correctional facility, driver's license, social security, welfare-disbursement, border 
control, passport control and identification, etc. 
3- Forensic applications such as corpse identification, criminal investigation 
parenthood determination, etc. 
 
1.2 Overview of Biometric Uni and Multi Systems  
As explained earlier, biometric systems are becoming one of the fastest growing personal 
identification systems thanks to their high precision and accuracy in identifying 
individuals based on their physiological and/or behavioral characteristics. They overcome 
the limitations of token-based and knowledge-based identification systems. Biometrics is 
classified into two main groups: 1) physiological and 2) behavioral. The former group is 
based on the person’s behavioral traits such as the gait, voice, keystrokes and signature. 
The latter one relies on the person’s physiological traits. These traits include face, 
fingerprint, iris, retina, hand geometry, palm-print and DNA. Figure 3 gives a summary 
of the various biometric traits currently in use with biometric systems. Moreover, 
biometric systems are considered as pattern recognition systems that process such traits to 
identify the person based on a prior knowledge of his specific biometric data.  
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Figure 3: Different biometric traits for person identification systems [3]. 
 
In this Thesis, we will restrict our research efforts to physiological biometric systems for 
the following reasons: 
• They enjoy fewer limitations than their counterparts. 
• They ensure uniqueness of individuals. 
• Pattern recognition algorithms provide simple, yet efficient, feature 
representations. 
• Wider application opportunities (Physical access [mainly, border control], logical 
access [e-banking], social benefits). 
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Biometric systems are widely implemented worldwide for boarder control, restricted 
access of privileged information, secured online banking systems, and social insurance 
programs and so on. Although, uni-biometric systems (biometric systems based on single 
source of evidence) are widely deployed and used, they have several limitations that 
hinder their reliability and make them less reliable in identification and authentication 
applications. Some of these limitations are outlined below [3]: 
◦ Accuracy: Noisy sensor data, non-universality, inter-class similarity and 
lack of invariant representation. 
◦ Scalability: If the number of data samples, N, is large, identification 
becomes an issue. 
◦ Security and Privacy: Spoofing can take place in many traits such as 
fingerprint, signature and voice. 
 
In response to these limitations, multibiometric systems have been recently introduced as 
an improved means for person’s identification and recognition purposes. Such systems 
rely on multiple evidence rather than single biometric evidence [3]. By integrating 
multiple biometric samples or multiple traits, more efficient and reliable systems can be 
devised. Information fusion has been proposed to achieve the integration of the multiple 
biometric traits at different stages of multibiometric systems [7, 8]. It should be noted that 
the resulting systems can be either be hybrid or simple systems depending on the type of 
information fusion strategy being adopted and applied. Figure 4 shows the major 
differences between uni- and multibiometric systems. The integration of several 
biometric samples and/or traits is made possible only by the incorporation of the 
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algorithm can operate on the same fingerprint image in order to extract diverse feature 
sets that would greatly improve the performance of the overall system. This mode is 
characterized by its cost efficiency since it does not require the use of multiple sensors. 
Furthermore, the user is not required to interact with multiple sensors thereby enhancing 
user convenience and comfort. However, it does require the introduction of new feature 
extractor and/or matcher modules which may increase the computational requirements of 
the system [2]. 
3) Single-Biometric Multiple-Units Mode: Multiple instances of the same biometric trait 
are considered in this mode. For example, the left and right irises of the same person are 
considered for fusion and further processing. Systems pertaining to this mode generally 
do not necessitate the introduction of new sensors nor do they entail the development of 
new feature extraction and matching algorithms and are, therefore, more cost efficient 
than those systems belonging to the previous mode. However, in some cases, a new 
sensor arrangement might be necessary in order to facilitate the simultaneous capture of 
the various units [2]. 
4) Single-Biometric Multiple- snapshots Mode: In this mode, a single sensor is used to 
capture multiple snapshots of the same biometric trait. A mosaicing scheme may then be 
used to assemble the multiple impressions and create a composite image. One of the main 
issues in this mode is the determination of the number of samples or snapshots that have 
to be acquired from an individual. It is important to well capture the variability, as well as 
the typicality, of the individual's biometric data in the captured samples [3]. 
5) Multiple-biometrics Mode: Multibiometric systems requiring more than one modal are 
classified under this mode. For instance, the iris and fingerprint of the same person can be 
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used for the matching, identification and recognition purposes. Systems belonging to this 
mode are usually known as multimodal biometric systems [2]. 
 
Unlike the first four modes where multiple sources of information are derived from the 
same biometric trait, in the last mode, useful biometric information is derived from 
different biometric traits.  
 
As stated previously, information fusion can take place at different stages of the system 
under consideration. However, fusion at the matching score level seems to be the logical 
choice as it is relatively easy to access and combine scores presented by the different 
modalities [2]. Furthermore, incorporating the fusion process at earlier stages of the 
multibiometric system is more effective. 
In summary, the main advantages of multibiometric systems are outlined below [3]: 
• Improve accuracy. 
• Address the issue of non-universality problem. 
• Provide flexibility to the user. 
• Reduce the effect of noisy data. 
• Provide the capability to search a large database in computationally efficient 
manner. 
• Resistant to spoof attacks. 
• Fault tolerant systems.  
Each of the above-mentioned features mitigates one or some of the limitations found in 
uni-biometric systems. Table 1, gives a comparative summary of the various biometric 
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traits with respect to key factors such as universality, performance, acceptability and 
distinctiveness. 
 
      Table 1: Comparison of various biometric technologies (H=High, M=Medium, L=Low) [3]. 
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Gait M L L H L H M 
Ear Canal M M H M M H M 
Face H L M H L H L 
        
 
1.3 Problem Statement 
Biometric systems based on a single source of information (unimodal systems) are known 
to suffer from several limitations like the lack of uniqueness, non-universality and noisy 
data and hence, may not be able to achieve the desired performance requirements of real-
world applications. In contrast, multibiometric systems combine information from 
multiple evidence in order to arrive to a more reliable decision in terms of matching and 
rejection rates [3]. In this Thesis, we will propose two multibiometric systems using 
fingerprint and iris data, respectively. In both systems, information fusion is carried out at 
the sensor level with minor differences in the second system where more precisely fusion 
takes place at the pre-feature level as it will be explained in details later in this Thesis. 
Both systems are based on state-of-the-art pattern matching and recognition algorithms, 
namely the Gabor filterbank approach [9] and the Daugman algorithm [10] for the 
fingerprint and iris data, respectively. The improvement in performance, due to the 
proposed information fusion schemes, will be detailed with in-depth analysis and 
performance measures. Performance comparison will be carried out against the selected 
state-of-the-art pattern matching systems.  
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1.4 Thesis Objectives 
The Thesis objectives are mainly motivated by the influence that have the increased 
robustness and improved accuracy on the acceptance of biometric systems as a cost-
efficient and reliable means for person identification and verification which would 
implicitly contribute to better privacy and security.   
In summary, the main objectives of this Thesis are: 
1- Investigate a novel scheme for information fusion at the sensor level that would 
enable the development of a new multibiometric system based on multiple 
instances (samples) of fingerprint images. 
2- Study the suitability of iris image modeling for quality-based iris fusion at the 
pre-feature level that would enable the development of a new multibiometric 
system based on multiple instances (samples) of normalized iris images. 
3- Investigate the use of state-of-the-art statistical image models for the 
representation of iris textures in the wavelet domain. 
4- Study in details the performance improvement of the proposed algorithms through 
extensive computer simulation using widely accepted large and medium scales 
biometric databases. 
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1.5 Thesis Contributions 
The objectives set henceforth have been fully achieved in this Thesis. The main 
contributions reported in this Thesis are summarized as follows: 
1- Propose a new algorithm for fingerprint fusion at sensor level using a wavelet-
based digital image watermarking technique. 
2- Apply state-of-the-art statistical image models for the representation of iris 
textures in the wavelet domain. 
3- Propose a new algorithm for iris fusion at the pre-feature level using statistical 
modeling of iris texture and novel quality measures. 
4- Demonstrate the improvement in matching and recognition performance of the 
latest pattern recognition algorithms being currently in use for fingerprint- and 
iris-based biometric systems. 
 
As mentioned in the previous Section, a series of computer simulation experiments are 
conducted to evaluate the performance improvement due to the proposed information 
fusion algorithms using standard large-scale biometric databases. A freely available 
fingerprint database is considered for this purpose. For the iris-based experiments, a high 
quality, high resolution commercial iris database is used. The efficiency of the proposed 
approaches is demonstrated through extensive quantitative comparisons with latest 
fingerprint- and iris-based biometric systems that do not include information fusion 
modules. 
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1.6 Thesis Organization 
The Thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 gives a detailed account of previous work 
in physiological uni- and multibiometric systems. Information fusion algorithms 
proposed for multibiometric systems are given therein. Chapter 3 begins with the 
mathematical preliminaries and details of the main image transforms used for the 
fingerprint- and iris-based benchmark biometric systems. Namely, the discrete wavelets 
transform (DWT) and the Gabor wavelet transform (GWT) are discussed in details 
relevant to the research reported in this Thesis. Additionally, digital watermarking using 
discrete wavelet transform is outlined along with the properties of texture modeling. The 
Chapter concludes with a description of the performance measures used later in this 
Thesis. In Chapter 4, the two information fusion algorithms, developed in this Thesis, are 
given in details. We show the building blocks of both algorithms and how they can be 
integrated to achieve better performance in multibiometric systems. Experimental 
experiments and computer simulations carried out in this Thesis are reported in Chapter 
5. Also, biometric databases, used in this part, are discussed and their properties 
highlighted. In Chapter 6, the Thesis concludes with the drawn conclusions and 
suggestions for possible future work.  
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Chapter 2 
2 Literature Review 
The major sources for information are contained in the Reference section of this 
document. We have identified background material as well as published articles on 
information fusion strategies in multibiometric systems. The major issues are concerned 
with the potential impact of information fusion of optimizing the GAR (Genuine Accept 
Rate) and decreasing the FAR (False Accept Rate) in identification and verification of 
biometric samples against biometric templates. 
 
Section 2.1 of this chapter reviews the physiological biometric systems namely the iris 
and the fingerprint based systems. In Section 2.2 details the multibiometric systems and 
information fusion in literature. 
2.1 Physiological Biometric Systems 
2.1.1 Fingerprint Recognition 
Fingerprint-based person identification system attracts many researchers to investigate 
and propose novel methods that improve the accuracy and speed of such systems. 
Consequently, a lot of approaches for fingerprint recognition were proposed in the 
literature. These include preprocessing fingerprint images, extracting representation 
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features, constructing and encoding the most convenient representation of the features, 
and various methods of matching algorithms. 
 
The majority of the available techniques in this field, including ours, concentrate on the 
process of feature extraction and encoding. A detailed review of the most popular 
approaches will be summarized. The first proposal of automating fingerprint recognition 
can be tracked down to late sixteenth century, [12] but in this summery we will focus on 
the important advances of fingerprint recognition rather than the history of fingerprint 
recognition system. 
 
Many research done in fingerprint recognition uses the minutiae features as a 
representation of a fingerprint pattern. The matching is done between minutiae of claimed 
identity and the stored templates in the database. In the other hand some researchers treat 
the fingerprint as texture. For instance, Benhammadi et al. [13] proposes a new hybrid 
fingerprint recognition algorithm that bases the matching on minutiae texture map 
orientation. The proposed algorithm has the advantage of skipping the fingerprint relative 
alignment stage result in better accuracy. In the same path Wen et al. [14] introduces an 
algorithm that is based on a bank of Gabor filter and wavelets to extract the feature of 
fingerprint in different orientation as FingerCode to be used for matching. Su et al. [15] 
uses both minutiae and ridges for matching in order to reduce the false matching. The 
result shows improve in speed as well as accuracy of matching.  Nikam and Agarwal [16] 
present a hybrid scheme where minutiae and wavelet statistical features are used for 
matching to improve accuracy of recognition.  
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Another approach in dealing with fingerprint recognition system is to use the image itself 
as a template and query rather than a minutiae points of fingerprint pattern. The matching 
is done by different correlation measurements [16]. 
 
2.1.2 Iris Recognition 
Iris recognition has become a popular research in recent years. Due to its reliability and 
accuracy of recognition it is used in the highly secured areas like country boarders.  The 
three main stages of an iris recognition system are image preprocessing, feature 
extraction and template matching.  
 
Wildes [17] gives accounts of the main reasons behind the use of iris images as a trusted 
and highly reliable human trait for discriminating individuals. Until the past few years, 
several new algorithms for iris feature extraction have been proposed. However, very 
little contributions have been made to propose new matching mechanisms in order to 
improve the accuracy of iris recognition systems at large. For instance, Ives et al. [18] 
show that histogram analysis can be used instead of Daugman algorithm [10] for feature 
extraction of human iris. An algorithm of extracting human iris features using the wavelet 
transform is proposed by Khan et al. [19]. In their work, Khan et al. perform iris 
matching using the well-known Hamming distance (HD). Ko et al. [20] propose a new 
method for the extraction of the iris feature using the cumulative sum based grey change 
analysis.  Iris edge maps have been proposed for feature extraction in [21]. It should be 
noted that some of the proposed approaches consider the use of specific iris minutia 
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points where these are extracted from the iris image in analogy to what is being done in 
fingerprint identification/matching systems [22]. 
 
On the other hand, studies have been carried out to analyze the effect of improving the 
classifier instead of improving the feature extraction process on the recognition accuracy. 
Anna et al. [23] adopt a Canny transform to extract features and probabilistic wavelet 
neural network as an iris biometric classifier. Miyazawa et al. [24] propose a new 
algorithm for iris matching based on phase correlation analysis. Experimentally, 
Miyazawa system achieves lower overhead in processing time and stored information for 
samples. 
 
2.2 Multibiometric Systems 
Many research findings have been reported in the area of information fusion to 
multibiometric. Duca et al. [25] propose an algorithm based on Bayes theory in order to 
fuse individual experts opinions. The modalities used in their system are face and speech 
for each person involved. Experimental results show that fusion improves accuracy over 
the uni-biometric systems by reaching success rates of 99.5%.  
 
Hong and Jain [26] utilize the benefit of fast recognition in Face systems and a drawback 
of reliability by using fusion to utilize the reliability of fingerprint recognition and 
performance of face retrieval. The integrated system overcomes the limitation of face 
recognition and the fingerprint verification process. Their systems works very well in 
terms of response time and it meets the accuracy requirements. 
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However, Chatzis et al. [27] used information fusion of personal authentication modality. 
At the decision level, fusion takes place using fuzzy k-means and fuzzy vector 
quantization algorithm and median radial basis function. Their simulation results shows 
that median radial basis function outperform other fuzzy function for biometric 
recognition especially with two modalities  
 
A multi-view face and gait recognition system was proposed by Shakhnarovich et al. [28] 
using an image-based visual hull. Image sequences captured from multiple cameras are 
passed to an unmodified face or gait recognition algorithm. The proposed algorithm 
shows an integrated face and gait recognition provides improved performance over a 
single modality of one of them alone.  
 
Feature level fusion has been applied on several samples as presented in [29]. Ross and 
Govindarajan [30] discuss fusion at the feature level in three different scenarios and the 
results are encouraging. They use hand and face biometric as a case study.  Fusion of gait 
and face for human identification has been studied by Kale et al. [31]. They implement a 
decision level fusion in order to combine expert's decisions from multiple modalities. 
Gait recognition was used as a filter to reduce the sample space for identification for face 
recognition. They also implement a score level fusion for both modalities as another 
approach of information fusion.  
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Face and speech have been studied by [32-34] and the results indicate that performance 
improvement can be achieved only if the soft biometric traits are complementary to the 
primary biometric traits. Face, fingerprint and hand geometry also have been 
experimented by Ross [2]. 
 
Multi-sensor fusion has been studied for fingerprint verification by Marcialis and Roli 
[35]. In their work, they implement a sensor level fusion using optical and capacitive 
sensors. The result outperforms single sensor fingerprint recognition systems. Chang et 
al. [36] however uses the 2D and 3D images of face to build their datasets, they involve 
198 persons face in their study. They used match score level in order to get a decision of 
identification and their conclude that 2D and 3D have similar recognition performance 
when considered individually, however combining 2D and 3D results using a simple 
weighting scheme outperforms either 2D or 3D alone, combining results from two or 
more 2D images using a similar weighting scheme also outperforms a single 2D image, 
and combined 2D+3D outperforms the multi-image 2D result. 
 
 Dass et al. [11] propose an optimal framework for combining the matching scores from 
multiple modalities using the likelihood ratio statistic computed using the generalized 
densities estimated from the genuine and impostor matching scores. They claim that 
some parts of the score distributions can be discrete in nature; thus, estimating the 
distribution using continuous densities may be inappropriate. They present two 
approaches for combining evidence based on generalized densities: i) the product rule, 
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which assumes independence between the individual modalities, and ii) copula models, 
which consider the dependence between the matching scores of multiple modalities. 
 
 Fierrez-Aguilar et al. [37-38] present an on-line signature verification system exploiting 
both local and global information through decision-level fusion. Global information is 
extracted with a feature-based representation and recognized by using Parzen Windows 
Classifiers. Local information is extracted as time functions of various dynamic 
properties and recognized by using Hidden Markov Models. Experimental results are 
given on the large MCYT signature database (330 signers, 16500 signatures) for random 
and skilled forgeries. Feature selection experiments based on feature ranking are carried 
out. It is shown experimentally that the machine expert based on local information 
outperforms the system based on global analysis when enough training data is available. 
Conversely, it is found that global analysis is more appropriate in the case of small 
training set size. The two proposed systems are also shown to give complementary 
recognition information which is successfully exploited using decision-level score fusion. 
 
In [39], Campbell presents an approach to combine Support Vector Machine with speaker 
detection using generative and discriminative approaches by mapping a whole speech 
utterance onto a fixed length vector. Ho [40] uses a multiple classifier system and rank 
level fusion in order to solve the difficult pattern recognition problems involving large 
class sets and noisy input because it allows simultaneous use of arbitrary feature 
descriptors and classification procedures. Decisions by the classifiers can be represented 
as rankings of classes so that they are comparable across different types of classifiers and 
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different instances of a problem. However, in [41], Woods et al. apply the multiple 
classifiers using local accuracy estimates of each individual classifier's in a small region 
of feature space surrounding an unknown test sample and they suggest a methodology for 
determining the best mix of individual classifiers. Lu [42] applies the multiple classifiers 
for face recognition and it outperforms individual classifiers. This technique however can 
be applied to protect privacy as it proposed as a framework by Yanikoglu and Kholmatov 
[43].  
 
Decision-level fusion has also been applied in many different samples for verification. 
Prabhakar and Jain [44] studied the effect of that scheme in fingerprint verification and 
they achieve 5% better accuracy. Fierrez-Aguilar [45] applied a novel score-level fusion 
strategy based on quality measures for multimodal biometric authentication. The 
proposed fusion function is adapted every time an authentication claim is performed 
based on the estimated quality of the sensed biometric signals at this time. The proposed 
scheme is shown to outperform significantly the fusion approach without considering 
quality signals by about 20%. 
 
A summary of the most important research carried out in the literature for multibiometric 
systems in different fusion levels are summarized in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Summary of Multibiometric Systems in Literature. 
Authors  Multibiometric System Fusion Level 
Duca et al. [25] Face and speech Decision level 
Hong and Jain [26] Face and fingerprint Decision level 
Chatzis et al. [27] Face and speech  Decision level 
Shakhnarovich [28] Face and Gait Feature level 
Ross [6] Face, fingerprint and hand geometry Match score 
Kale et al. [31] Gait and face Match score 
Marcialis and Roli [35] Multi-fingerprint sensor Sensor level 
Ross and Govindarajan [30] Hand and face  Feature level 
Chang et al. [36] 2D / 3D face Sensor level 
Fierrez-Aguilar et al. [37] Multiple information from online 
Signature 
Decision level 
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Chapter 3 
3 Mathematical Background 
 
3.1 Introduction 
In the Chapter, we will provide the mathematical and technical preliminaries and 
background necessary to the development of the proposed information fusion schemes. In 
the sequel, multiresolution analysis (MRA) techniques will be introduced with emphasis 
on the definition of discrete wavelet transforms (DWT) and their filter-bank 
implementation. Then, Gabor wavelets are introduced. Required background for the 
digital watermarking process is laid out followed by the concept of statistical modeling 
for wavelet-based texture representations. More, specifically the Generalized Gaussian 
Distribution (GGD) is given in details along with the required algorithms for the 
estimation of the mode parameters. Finally, a review of biometric performance measures 
is given with some standard notations. 
 
3.2 Discrete Wavelet Transforms (DWTs) 
A discrete wavelet transform (DWT) consists of a critically-sampled digital filter bank. 
The input signal (1D, 2D or 3D) is processed through two branches of the filter bank. The 
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where the two-dimensional set of coefficients aj,k represents the set of DWT coefficients 
of f(t) and ߰௝,௞ሺݐሻ represent the scaling functions used for the decomposition of the signal 
f(t). A more specific form indicating how the aj,k's  are calculated and can be written 
using inner products as [47]  
݂ሺݐሻ ൌ ෍ۃ߰௝,௞ሺݐሻ, ݂ሺݐሻۄ߰௝,௞ሺݐሻ
௝,௞
 (3.2)
Figure 6 shows a sample fingerprint image (Figure 6-a) along with its 2D DWT 
representation using two (02) decomposition levels. The approximation image at the 
second level (Figure 6-c) looks closer to the original fingerprint image with minor 
differences and a noticeable loss is resolution due to the lowpass filtering being applied. 
Also, the reconstructed image (Figure 6-d) looks very close to the original image which 
confirms the information preservation property of the DWT transform.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6: DWT Analysis of Fingerprint Images, (a) Sample Image, (b) 2D DWT using two 
decomposition levels, (c) Approximation image at second decomposition level, (d) Reconstructed 
image. 
 
 
 
 
                                    
        (a)                                    (b)                              (c)                              (d) 
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Figure 7: Detail property of DWT Analysis, (a) Horizontal details at level one, (b) Diagonal details at 
level one, (c) Horizontal details at level two.  
 
The MRA enables DWT to capture the image details at different orientations (horizontal, 
vertical and diagonal) as indicated in Figure 7. It is worth noting the ability of the DWT 
to capture the image horizontal details at a varying resolution (Figure 7-a and Figure 7-c). 
However, the diagonal details are captured with ambiguity due to the lack of the DWT 
transform to discriminate between diagonal details at 45o and -45o (opposite details) as 
shown in Figure 7-b. 
Finally, it should be noted that for compression purposes, the decomposition mechanism 
is different as shown in Figure 8. The decomposition structure, shown in Figure 8, has 
been adopted by the American standard initiated by the US Federal Bureau of 
Investigation (FBI) for its high compression rate and improved quality of reconstructed 
images for the storage and transmission of fingerprint images [47]. Unlike the standard 
DWT decomposition, the wavelet packet tree provides 64 subbands for compression in 
the wavelet scalar quantization (WSQ) scheme adopted by the FBI. 
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As an application of Gabor wavelets, Daugman used a 2D version of Gabor filters in 
order to encode iris pattern data. A 2D Gabor filter over an image domain (x,y) is 
represented as [48]: 
                      ܩሺݔ, ݕሻ ൌ  ݁ିగൣሺ௫ି ௫బሻమ ఈమ⁄ ା ሺ௬ି ௬బሻమ ఉమ⁄ ൧ ݁ିଶగ௜ሾ௨೚ሺ௫ି ௫బሻା ௩బሺ௬ି ௬బሻሿ           (3.3) 
where (x0, y0) specifies position in the image, (α, β) denotes the effective width and 
length, and (u0,v0) indicates modulation, which has spatial frequency [49]: 
                                                          ߱଴ ൌ  ሺݑ଴ଶ ൅ ݒ଴ଶሻଵ ଶ⁄                                (3.4) 
Daugman used polar coordinates for normalization and in polar form the filters are given 
as [50]:  
                                        ܪሺݎ, ߠሻ ൌ  ݁ି௜ఠሺఏିఏబሻ݁ିሺ௥ି௥బሻమ ఈమ⁄ ݁ି௜ሺఏିఏబሻమ ఉమ⁄       (3.5) 
where (α,β) are the same as in Equation (3.3) and (r0,θ0) specify the center frequency of 
the filter. The demodulation and phase quantization process can be represented as:  
            hሼୖ౛,୍ౣሽ ൌ sgnሼୖ౛୍ౣሽ ׬ ׬ Iሺρ, ׎ሻ ݁
ି௜ఠሺఏబି׎ሻ݁ିሺ௥బି ఘሻమ ఈమ⁄ ݁ି௜ሺఏబି ׎ሻమ ఉమ⁄׎஡         (3.6) 
where h{Re,Im} can be regarded as a complex-valued bit whose real and imaginary 
components are dependent on the sign of the 2D integral, and Iሺρ, ׎ሻ is the raw input 
image in a dimensionless polar coordinate system. 
  
Another application of Gabor filters in biometric systems is to remove noise and preserve 
the true ridge and valley structures of a fingerprint in fingerprint recognition systems. It 
also provides information contained in a particular orientation in the image [51]. 
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Gabor filters are widely used in feature extraction and computer vision, however it suffer 
from DC component in the even symmetric filter whenever the bandwidth is larger than 
one octave. This limitation can be overcome by using special type of Gabor filter known 
as log-Gabor filter, which is Gaussian on a logarithmic scale. This type produces zero DC 
components for any bandwidth. The log-Gabor function more closely reflects the 
frequency response for the task of analyzing natural images and is consistent with 
measurement of the mammalian visual system [47]. 
Figure 9 shows the decomposition of an iris image using a 2D Gabor wavelet transform 
at a specific scale and orientation. The normalized iris image shown in Figure 9-b has 
been decomposed into a real and imaginary Gabor representations illustrated in Figures 
9-c and 9-d, respectively. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9: Iris sample image (a), Normalized iris image (b), Real part of Gabor-based iris 
decomposition (c), Imaginary part of Gabor-based iris decomposition (d) 
 
Watermarking is the process of embedding information such as origin, destination, access 
level, etc. of multimedia data (e.g., image, video, audio, text etc.) in a host data. 
Watermarking becomes very active research area in recent years. Generally, 
watermarking is used to protect intellectual property of creator, distributor or simple 
owner of a multimedia data. Very few researches have been done in using watermarking 
as a way of fusion. The goal of using watermarking in information fusion is to enhance 
    
         (a)                        (b)                                   (c)                                    (d)   
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the quality of the features being taken from individual when verify it with the database 
template.    
 
Image watermarking takes place in several domains depending on the application at hand 
and the application purpose. The main embedding domains are [52, 53]: 
1- Spatial domain: The first proposed watermarking schemes embed watermarking 
information payload directly into in the host image in the spatial domain. Using 
specific image analysis operations (e.g., edge detection), it is possible to get 
perceptual information about the image. This information is, then, used to guide 
and/or control the watermark embedding directly in the intensity values of 
predetermined regions of the host image. Although spatial-domain watermarking 
techniques were simple and easy to implement, they suffered from poor 
robustness which hindered their acceptance as standard watermark embedding 
schemes [52]. 
2- Transform domain: To improve the watermark robustness while preserving its 
imperceptibility, several transform domains have been considered for injecting the 
watermark payload into the host image. Such domains include, but not restricted 
to, Fourier transform, DCT transform, DWT transform. It is interesting to note 
that several schemes have been proposed using either additive or multiplicative 
mode [54] where the watermark data is either added directly to the host transform 
coefficients or modulated in a multiplicative fashion [54]. Moreover, the use of 
transform domains is favored by well-established models for the characteristics of 
the human visual system (HVS) which can be astutely taken into account to 
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achieve higher embedding rates while simultaneously preserving the 
imperceptibility of the embedding data and the visual quality of the host image 
[53]. 
 
In this Thesis, we will consider the DWT domain for watermark embedding that will 
be in turned exploited for information fusion of fingerprint image samples pertaining 
to the same person. More precisely, we will use the Haar DWT transform for its 
simplicity and integer implementation since it can be implemented using simple 
arithmetic operations only [55].  Figure 10 outlines the watermarking procedure used 
for the proposed information fusion technique in this Thesis. 
 
 
Figure 10: Watermarking embedding procedure using Haar DWT transform. 
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In order to weight the watermark according to the magnitude of the wavelet 
coefficients, we used one of the two following relations between the original 
coefficients y and ÿ, the ones containing the watermark: 
 
ÿሾm, nሿ ൌ yሾm, nሿ ൅ αሺyሾm, nሿሻଶ Nሾm, nሿ (3.7)
& 
ÿሾm, nሿ ൌ yሾm, nሿ ൅ α |yሾm, nሿ| כ Nሾm, nሿ (3.8) 
 
It must be pointed out that Equations 3.7 and 3.8, even though they are 
mathematically different, have the exact same goal which is to put more weight to the 
watermark added to high value wavelet coefficients. The parameter alpha is to control 
the level of the watermark; it is in fact a good way to choose between good 
transparency or good robustness or a tradeoff between the two. Finally, the two 
dimension inverse wavelet transform of is computed to form ÿ the watermarked 
image.  
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3.4 Texture Modeling Using Generalized Gaussian 
Distributions 
Statistical modeling has been widely implemented in content-based information retrieval 
(CBIR) systems as well as in pattern recognition. Texture modeling becomes easier when 
the texture is represented in a statistical model using wavelet transformation. For 
instance, Generalized Gaussian Distributions (GGDs) have been successfully used to 
model coefficients produced by various types of wavelets transforms. Wouwer et al. [56] 
proposed a modeling scheme texture images are represented using wavelets. In their 
work, model parameters were estimated using moment matching techniques. Extracted 
model parameters were compared used the Euclidian distance as a similarity measure. In 
[57], Vasconcelos and Lippman proposed a probabilistic formulation of the CBIR 
problem where several similarity functions were used. It should be noted that 
classification problems using probabilistic models usually involve two major steps [58]: 
I) feature extraction and II) similarity Measurement. In the first step, image content is 
fitted to a specific statistical model whose parameters are estimated using various 
estimation routines and then in the second step, images based on their model parameters 
are ranked based on numerical or statistical similarity measures such as the Euclidian 
distance and Kullback Leibler distance (KLD), respectively.  
The PDF of a GGD model is given by the following expression [58]: 
                                                           ௫݂ሺݔሻ ൌ  ߙ ݁ି|ఉ௫|
೎                               (3.9) 
Both α and β parameters can be expressed as a function of the so-called shaping factor c 
and the standard deviation σ [58]: 
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                                                            ߚ ൌ ଵ
ఙ
 ቀ୻ሺଷ ௖⁄ ሻ
୻ሺଵ ௖⁄ ሻ
ቁ
ଵ/ଶ
                             (3.10) 
                                                                ߙ ൌ  ఉ௖
ଶ୻ሺଵ/௖ሻ
                             (3.11) 
where Г(.) is the complete gamma function. The shaping factor c is inversely proportional 
to the sharpness of the PDF. Therefore, the distribution is completely specified by two 
parameters, c and σ. Note that the Gaussian and Laplacian distributions are special cases 
of the GGD distribution, given by c =2 and c =1, respectively.  
By varying the two parameters of the GGD, α and β, we can achieve a good PDF 
approximation for the marginal density of coefficients at a particular subband produced 
by various types of wavelet transforms [58].  
 
Using GGD modeling, the representation of texture images is more accurate than those 
using the energies of the DWT subband coefficients alone. Therefore, more accurate 
results are achieved when comparing the GGDs of two images since all the statistical 
interaction between the image subband coefficients are efficiently captured by the model 
parameters. Also, more reliable similarity measures are obtained using robust similarity 
measures such as the KLD measure described later in this Chapter. 
 
In this thesis, normalized iris images will be transformed in the DWT domain and 
modeled as textures using the GGD models. A robust technique for the estimation of the 
parameters of the GGD model will be considered [58]. Unlike its counterparts, 
Maximum-Likelihood (ML) estimator yields more accurate GGD parameters [58].  
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3.5 Biometric Performance Measures 
3.5.1 Types of Errors 
In order to assess the quality of biometric systems, two types of commonly used 
measures are considered [3]:  
False accept rate (FAR): The probability of accepting an impostor, which basically the 
threshold depending fraction of the falsely accepted patterns divided by the number of all 
impostor patterns. 
False reject rate (FRR): The probability of rejecting genuine user, which is the fraction 
of the number of rejected client patterns divided by the total number of client patterns. 
Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) Curve: Allows defining the operating 
point for a given FAR/FRR point. 
Genuine distribution (GD): The matching score for comparing inter-class samples, i.e., 
same samples of the same individual are compared against each other. 
Impostor distribution (ID): The matching score for comparing intra-class samples, i.e., 
samples of different individuals are compared against each other. 
In theory, client scores (scores of patterns from persons known by the system) should 
always be higher than the scores of impostors. If this would be true, a single threshold, 
that separates the two groups of scores, could be used to differ between clients and 
impostors. 
 
Due to several reasons, this assumption isn't true for real world biometric systems. In 
some cases, impostor patterns generate scores that are higher than the scores of some 
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client patterns. For that reason, it is a fact that however the classification threshold is 
chosen, some classification errors occur. 
 
For example, you can choose the threshold such high, that really no impostor scores will 
exceed this limit. As a result, no patterns are falsely accepted by the system. On the other 
hand the client patterns with scores lower than the highest impostor scores are falsely 
rejected. In opposition to this, you can choose the threshold such low, that no client 
patterns are falsely rejected. Then, on the other hand, some impostor patterns are falsely 
accepted. If you choose the threshold somewhere between those two points, both false 
rejections and false acceptances occur. 
 
In general, a trade-off between these two types of error should be studied and decided 
depending on the application being designed. For a negative recognition systems where 
(e.g., preventing users from obtaining welfare benefits under false identities), a false 
accept results in rejecting a genuine request, whereas a false reject results in a falsely 
accepting an impostor attempt. On the other hand, in a positive recognition system (e.g., 
an access control system) a false accept determines the accepting an impostor, whereas a 
false reject causes the mistakenly rejecting a genuine user [59]. 
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Figure 11: Types of Errors in genuine and impostor distributions. 
 
 
3.5.2 Similarity Measures 
3.5.2.1 Euclidian Distance 
The distance between two points is the length of the path connecting them. In the plane, 
the distance between points (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) is given by the Pythagorean Theorem:  
                                                ݀ ൌ  ඥሺݔଶ െ ݔଵሻଶ ൅ ሺݕଶ െ ݕଵሻଶ                 (3.12) 
For two 3D points, the distance can be computed as follows: 
                                 ݀ ൌ  ඥሺݔଶ െ ݔଵሻଶ ൅ሺݕଶ  െ  ݕଵ ሻଶ ൅  ሺݖଶ െ ݖଵሻଶ     (3.13) 
In general for N dimensional distance we can use the following general formula: 
                                                            ݀ ൌ  ට∑ |ݔ௜ െ ݕ௜|௡௜ୀଵ
ଶ                  (3.14) 
For curved or more complicated surfaces, the so-called metric can be used to compute the 
distance between two points by integration. When unqualified, "the" distance generally 
means the shortest distance between two points. For example, there are an infinite 
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number of paths between two points on a sphere but, in general, only a single shortest 
path [60]. 
3.5.2.2 Hamming Distance 
Hamming distance is used to measure the similarity between two iris patterns. This 
measurement is used to recognize whether if two patterns came from the same iris or not. 
If X and Y are two bitwise templates, and N denotes the total number of bits in the 
template, then the Hamming distance (HD) is defined as the sum of exclusive-OR 
between X and Y: 
                                                            ܪܦ ൌ ଵ
ே
 ∑ ௜ܺሺܱܴܺሻ ௜ܻே௜ୀଵ                   (3.15) 
The closest the Hamming distance to 0 the more correlation between two templates is 
expected. Thus, a zero HD measure means the two templates belong to the same iris and 
it indicate verification of the identity. The ideal HD measure between two impostor is 
around 0.5. In order to get more accurate measurement, we make sure that the IrisCode – 
template generated from iris – is noise free. So we remove the eyelid and eyelashes from 
the iris region by using a mask template which is a binary code indicate whether the bit in 
the template is clear or has a noise. The formula that incorporate noise mask in 
calculating the HD measure can be drawn as follows: 
ܪܦ ൌ
1
ܰ െ  ∑ ܺ ௝݊ሺܱܴሻܻ ௝݊ே௝ୀଵ
෍ ௜ܺ ሺܱܴܺሻ ௜ܻ ሺܣܰܦሻܺ݊௜ᇱ ሺܣܰܦሻܻ݊௜ᇱ
ே
௝ୀଵ
 
(3.16)
 
where Xi and Yi are the two bit-wise templates to compare, Xni and Yni denote the 
corresponding noise masks for Xi and Yi, and N is the total number of bits represented by 
each iris pattern [61]. 
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3.5.2.3 Kullback-Leibler Distance (KLD) 
In order to compute the similarity between two wavelets subbands we used Kullback-
Leibler distance. Two main parameters α and β are used to define the PDF of the 
Generalized Gaussian Distribution model of a texture which is a subimage of in iris [58]: 
                           D ቀp൫X; θ୯൯| |pሺX; θ୧ሻቁ ൌ  ׬ p൫x; θ୯൯ log
୮൫୶;஘౧൯
୮ሺ୶; ஘౟ሻ
 dx     (3.17) 
The sum of KLDs between corresponding pairs of subbands is the similarity distance 
between two textures. Thus the KLD theory provides us with a justified way of 
combining distances into an overall similarity measurement, and no normalization on the 
extracted features is needed. if we denote αi(j) and βi(j) as the extracted texture features 
from the wavelet subband j of the image Ii then the overall distance between two images 
I1 and I2 (where I1 is the query image) is the sum of all the distances across all wavelet 
subbands. It can be formulated as follows [58]:  
  D ሺpሺ. ;  αଵ, βଵ ሻ|หpሺ. ;  αଶ, βଶ ሻ൯ ൌ log ቆ
ஒభ ஑మ ୻ ቀ
భ
ಊమ
ቁ
ஒమ஑భ ୻ ቀ
భ
ಊభ
ቁ
ቇ ൅  ቀ஑భ
஑మ
ቁ
ஒమ
 ୻ሺሺஒమା ଵሻ ஒభ⁄ ሻ
୻ሺଵ ஒభ⁄ ሻ
െ  ଵ
ஒభ
    (3.18) 
Where β is the number of analyzed subbands. Thus the KLD theory provides us with a 
justified way of combining distances into an overall similarity measurement, and no 
normalization on the extracted features is needed. The distance function defined in 
Equation 3.18 is a function of three variables: the ratio of two scales and two shape 
parameters β1 and β2 [58] and it can be formulated as follows: 
                     ܦ ሺΙଵ, Ιଶሻ ൌ  ∑ ܦሺ݌ሺ. ; ߙଵ
ሺ௝ሻ, ߚଵ
ሺ௝ሻሻ||݌ሺ. ; ߙଶ
ሺ௝ሻ, ߚଶ
ሺ௝ሻሻሻ஻௝ୀଵ                          (3.19) 
݌ሺݔ; ߙ; ߚሻ ൌ
ߚ
2ߙΓሺ1ߚሻ
Ղିሺ
|௫|
ఈ ሻ
ഁ
 
(3.20)
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Chapter 4 
4 Proposed Multibiometric Fusion 
Algorithms 
Information fusion becomes vital since no single biometric can provide sufficient 
solution for high-security applications. Various research studies agreed that it is 
necessary to use multiple biometrics for verification purposes. 
 
Figure 12: Sample fingerprint from FVC2004 [62]. 
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With the current high demand and awareness of global security, governments as well as 
business require reliable methods to accurately indentify individual without offence their 
rights or privacy. Fingerprint and iris recognition systems are proven as reliable 
techniques, however, the data sensing methods currently in use in both modalities limit 
their versatility [9]. 
 
 
Figure 13: Filter-based fingerprint recognition system. 
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4.1 Fusion of Fingerprint Images at the Sensor Level 
 
Figure 14: Modified fingerprint recognition system with watermarking. 
 
4.1.1 System Design 
The system is decomposed into five modules. The first module is fingerprint sensor 
module where image acquisitions take place. The second module is the new introduced 
module where fusion of two images takes place using watermarking technique. The third 
module is the feature extraction module where the FingerCode produced using filter-
based or any other feature extraction algorithm for fingerprints. The forth module is the 
matching module where two FingerCode being compared using Euclidian distance. The 
last module is the decision module that either rejects or accepts the individual based on 
the matching score and system threshold.  
4.1.2 The process 
The proposed fusion of fingerprint works at the sensor level with the raw fingerprint 
images. Two fingerprint snapshot is acquired from the individual. We apply a wavelet-
based watermarking on one image to embed it in the host image which is the other 
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snapshot of the same individual. The two samples are from different fingers. The features 
of the fingerprint are extracted from the new generated image using the following stages: 
• Apply the 2D discrete wavelet transform (DWT) for the two impressions of the 
fingerprint using 3 decomposition levels. 
• Compute the approximation and detail coefficients. 
• Fuse every detail coefficients into a single coefficient. 
• Apply the inverse 2D discrete wavelet transform (DWT) to get the fused 
fingerprint image. 
• Use a bank of Gabor filters to capture the global and local details of fingerprint. 
• Produce the FingerCode sequence. 
• Matching is based on the Euclidean distance between the two corresponding 
FingerCodes. 
• Filter-based fingerprint: Determine the reference point (core point) and region of 
interest for the fingerprint image. 
• Segment the region of interest around the core point.  
• Filter the region of interest in eight different directions using a bank of Gabor 
filters 
• Compute the average absolute deviation from the mean of gray values in 
individual sectors in filtered images to define the feature vector of the 
FingerCode. 
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Figure 15: Two different fingerprints and their generated FingerCodes. 
 
 
Figure 16: Summary of Filter-based fingerprint matching. 
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4.1.3 Database used: 
FVC2004 DB1 for fingerprint images [62]: The images were collected using optical 
sensor "V300" by CrossMatch. The images were collected from thirty students (24 years 
old on the average) enrolled in the Computer Science degree program at the University of 
Bologna. Each student was invited to present him/herself at the collection place in three 
distinct sessions, with at least two weeks time separating each session. Forefinger and 
middle finger of both the hands (four fingers total) of each student were acquired by 
interleaving the acquisition of the different fingers to maximize differences in finger 
placement. No efforts were made to control image quality and the sensor platens were not 
systematically cleaned. At each session, four impressions were acquired of each of the 
four fingers of each student. During the first sessions, individuals were asked to put the 
finger at a slightly different vertical position (in impressions 1 and 2) and to alternate low 
and high pressure against the sensor surface (impressions 3 and 4). During the second 
session, individuals were requested to exaggerate skin distortion (impressions 1 and 2) 
and rotation (3 and 4) of the finger. During the third session, fingers were dried 
(impressions 1 and 2) and moistened (3 and 4).  The total number of images is 800 
images. 
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4.2 Fusion of Iris Images at the “Pre-Feature” Level  
A novel approach to fuse iris images into a single normalized iris image using a wavelet-
based texture retrieval and GGD is presented in this section.  Alpha and Beta that 
describe the GGD becomes the feature for each subband. 
4.2.1 The system design 
The iris system used on our work can be categorized on the following modules: 
1- Iris image pre-processing (Segmentation and Normalization). 
2- Iris fusion. 
3- Iris feature extraction (generate IrisCode). 
4- Iris matching (Calculate the Hamming distance). 
In real systems we have to have another module for data acquisition where image being 
captured and stored in the correct format, but in our system we used a ready iris database 
MIRLIN so we don't have to worry about iris image acquisition although it is considered 
as the most important step in iris recognition system.  
4.2.1.1 Iris image pre-processing (Segmentation and Normalization) 
In the image pre-processing step we take an iris image and extract the iris from the 
image. This step includes identifying the iris boundary and the noise. In order to do that, 
first the iris (outer boundary with the sclera) and pupil (inner boundary) are localized. 
This localization step is done by using a Hough transform and edge detection to calculate 
the exact parameters of outer and inner circles. Hough transform is being widely used in 
literature to detect curves in an image. The main strength of Hough transform in detecting 
shapes in images is that it is not affected by noise or gabs in the shape. Secondly the 
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noise is identified, namely, eyelid, eyelashes and other irrelevant part of the iris including 
lightening noise. After the iris boundaries and the noise being determined we use 
Daugman's Rubber sheet model to normalize the iris by remapping each point within the 
iris region to a pair of polar coordinates (r, θ) where r is on the interval [0,1] and θ is 
angle [0, 2π].  
 
 
Figure 17: Iris Localization and Normalization process. 
   
 
4.2.1.2 Iris fusion 
In the iris fusion module the normalized iris image is divided into subimages from a set 
of multiple images from the same iris. Each subimage will be treated as a texture and a 
perfect match for that texture will be retrieved from the set of iris images. The retrieval 
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process is described in Section 4.2.2. The normalized image is then reconstructed from 
the best texture in all subimages. 
4.2.1.3 Iris feature extraction (generate IrisCode) 
In this module, the IrisCode is generated from the fused normalized iris. The generation 
of IrisCode which is the feature extracted from the iris is produced by convolving the 
normalized iris pattern with 1D Log-Gabor wavelets. In order to do this, the 2D 
normalized iris is isolated into a number of 1D signals, and then these 1D signals are 
convolved with 1D Gabor wavelet. We consider the rows of the 2D normalized iris as the 
1D signals and each row denotes a singular ring of the iris region.  We use angular 
direction which corresponds to the columns of the normalized pattern instead of choosing 
the radial one since the maximum independence occurs in the angular direction.  In order 
to prevent influence of noise in the output of the filtering we set the intensity values at 
known noise areas in the normalized pattern to the average intensity of the surrounding 
pixels. After that Dougman method is applied to the output of filtering to produce four 
levels by phase quantization. Each filter produces two bits of data for each phasor. This 
encoding process using Daugman algorithm and Gabor filters produces a bitwise 
template containing a number of bits of information, and a corresponding nose mask 
which corresponds to corrupt areas within the iris pattern, and marks bits in the template 
as corrupt [61]. 
4.2.1.4 Iris matching  
This is the last module in our system since we don't have a decision module. In this 
module, the produced IrisCode is matched against in a set of stored IrisCode. These 
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stored iris code are inter-class templates and intra-class templates. The comparisons 
between two IrisCodes are done using Hamming distance. Only the bits in the IrisCode 
that correspond to '0' bits in the noise masks of both iris patterns are calculated. Ideally, 
two IrisCodes from the same iris should give a Hamming distance of '0.0' but in practice 
this will not occur. This happened because of the different noise in each iris and the 
normalization process is not perfect. To deal with misalignments in iris between different 
iris images, Daugman method is also implemented by shifting the IrisCode left and right 
bit-wise and a number of Hamming distance values are calculated from successive shifts 
and the lowest is taken.   
 
 
Figure 18: Proposed Fusion Scheme. 
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4.2.2 Database Used: 
MIRLIN IRISBASE: The commercial database is provided by Smart Sensors, Inc., UK. 
The iris images were captured with ISG LightWise LW-1.3-S-1394 camera. It consists of 
800 people (1600 images): 20 images for each left and right eyes. In our experiment, we 
restrict the simulation to the first 400 people only from the database with 10 images per 
person (5 for right eye and 5 for left eye). The images are high quality images with (1280 
* 960) pixel resolution. A typical capture procedure consists of the subject placing his/her 
head onto the chinrest while the operator adjusts the lens to get the iris texture into focus. 
A sequence of 200 frames is then acquired from each eye and 20 best ones selected for 
inclusion into the final database. The entire procedure is carried out in approximately 5 
minutes. A daylight cut-off filter was used to remove reflections caused by environmental 
light sources. The filter passed Infrared light without any attenuation, thereby retaining 
all image information. Infrared light is used to obtain better iris texture than is possible 
with the use of visible light. In order to constrict the pupil there is a need for sufficient 
visible light during the capture. This has the added benefit of protecting the cornea by 
restricting the amount of light going in. To prevent shadows from appearing over the iris 
due to eyelashes, the light was shown at an angle from below the camera. The specular 
reflections were restricted to the pupil region to avoid losing iris texture due to bright 
spots falling onto it [63]. 
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Chapter 5 
5 Simulation Results 
5.1 Introduction 
In this Chapter, we will report the performance of the fusion strategies on different 
biometric databases. Performance evaluation experiments were carried out to find the 
“best” separability index [59], the smallest false match and false accept rates. The 
reported results clearly indicate the superior performance of multibiometric systems over 
their uni-biometric counterparts when using the proposed fusion strategies. More 
specifically, results clearly show that the watermarking process enables efficient fusion of 
several fingerprint impressions which would allow biometric systems based on multiple 
fingerprint impressions to have better matching performance than those using single 
fingerprint impression. Additionally, the proposed iris fusion scheme provides iris-based 
systems with higher quality iris images that would implicitly yield more accurate 
recognition rates and less recognition errors. 
  
5.2 Fusion of Fingerprint Images at the Sensor Level 
Two different experiments were conducted. In the first one, the performance of a single-
fingerprint biometric system was evaluated. Fused fingerprint images resulting from the 
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watermarking process were used for matching during the second experiment. For equal-
foot comparisons, a fixed matching threshold was used in both experiments.  
 
1.2.1 First Experiment: 
A filter-based algorithm, based on a bank of Gabor filters, was used [47,9]. The 
algorithm, described in Chapter 4, captures both local and global details in a fingerprint 
as a compact fixed length FingerCode [9]. The resulting codes are compared using the 
Euclidian distance for matching purposes. The matching procedure is carried out among 
fingerprint samples of the same person (intra-class samples) and fingerprints samples of 
different persons (inter-class samples). It should be noted that one person is represented 
by the impressions of one or more fingers. Intra-class matching results will represent the 
genuine score and the impostor scores are given by the inter-class matching results. Then, 
the FRR and FAR results are calculated from the genuine and impostor scores in order to 
compare the accuracy of the system before and after the watermarking process.  
Figure 16 shows the genuine versus impostor distributions. As it can be seen, the two 
distributions have a wide, though small in area, overlapping. This overlapping indicates 
that many genuine fingerprint samples would be classified as impostor if the matching 
threshold is further lowered. In Figure 19, the corresponding genuine and impostor 
distribution is illustrated. In Figure 20, the FAR and FRR rates are shown. In Figure 21, 
different false and positive alarm is quantized. 
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Figure 19: Genuine vs. Impostor density for fingerprint matching without watermarking-based 
fusion. 
 
 
Figure 20: FAR vs. FRR for fingerprint matching without watermarking-based fusion. 
 
Impostor Distribution
Genuine Distribution
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Figure 21: PARTEST Graph for fingerprint matching without watermarking-based fusion. 
 
1.2.2 Second Experiment: 
In this experiment, we introduce a pre-processing step before feature extraction. In this 
step, we do the information fusion after image acquisition using wavelet-based 
watermarking. First, we applied Haar filter to the host image in order to transform the 
image into 2D wavelet. We embed the watermark into the high frequency bits of the 
approximation coefficient of the host image. The watermarked image is built again using 
inverse wavelet of the coefficients. The rest of the experiment will be as the first 
experiment where feature extraction and matching is done for genuine and impostor. 
Figure 22 and Figure 23 shows the performance of the second experiment alone while 
Figure 24 and Figure 25 presents both experiments genuine and impostor distribution. It 
shows that the new algorithm reduces the overlapping between the genuine and impostor 
scores which improves the accuracy of recognition. 
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Figure 22: FAR vs. FRR for fingerprint matching with watermarking-based fusion. 
 
 
Figure 23: PARTEST Graph for fingerprint matching with watermarking-based fusion. 
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Table 3, shows a snapshot of the algorithm implemented in Matlab and used for 
watermarking. 
[ca,ch,cv,cd] = dwt2(A,'haar');
c1 = [ch cv cd]; 
  
[h, w] = size(ca); 
 
W=dmg(W,A); 
  
[caa chh cvv cdd]=dwt2(W,'haar'); 
W=caa; 
 
% Adding watermark image. 
  
for i=1:h 
    for j=1:w 
        if ca(i,j)>Tr 
            Ca(i,j)=ca(i,j)+k*W(i,j);   
        else 
            Ca(i,j)=ca(i,j); 
        end 
    end 
end 
Table 3:  Watermarking embedding code in Matlab. 
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Figure 25: FAR vs. FRR for fingerprint matching with and without watermarking-based fusion. 
 
Test comparisons 
 Exp1 Exp 2 
Prevalence 16.60% 10.00% 
Sensibility 28.60% 6.40% 
False positive proportion 71.40% 93.60% 
Specificity 96.80% 99.60% 
False negative proportion 3.20% 0.40% 
Discriminant Power 1.4 1.6 
Accuracy or Potency 85.50% 90.30% 
Mis-classification Rate 14.50% 9.70% 
Predictivity of positive test 64.00% 64.70% 
Predictivity of negative test 87.20% 90.50% 
Positive Likelihood Ratio 8.9 16.4 
Negative Likelihood Ratio 0.7 0.9 
Test bias 0.4 0.1 
Table 4: Comparison of experiments 1 and 2. 
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Table 4, presents a comparison between both experiments using different quality 
measures. It shows clearly that watermark fusion outperform the regular uni-fingerprint 
matching algorithm specially in terms of False positive and False negative proportions, 
accuracy, predictivity and mis-classification rate. 
 
Figure 26: ROC for Fingerprint System. 
Figure 26: ROC for Fingerprint System., shows the ROC curve for the experiment before 
and after fusion and it clearly shows an improvement of accuracy of the proposed fusion 
scheme. 
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5.3 Fusion Iris Images at the “Pre-Feature” Level 
5.3.1 Experimental Setup 
 
The experiments in this section are performed on the MIRLIN IRISBASE: The 
commercial database is provided by Smart Sensors, Inc., UK. The iris images were 
captured with ISG LightWise LW-1.3-S-1394 camera. It consists of 800 people (1600 
images): 20 images for each left and right eyes. In our experiment, we restrict the 
simulation to the first 400 people only from the database with 10 images per person (5 for 
right eye and 5 for left eye). The images are high quality images with (1280 * 960) pixel 
resolution. A typical capture procedure consists of the subject placing his/her head onto 
the chinrest while the operator adjusts the lens to get the iris texture into focus. A 
sequence of 200 frames is then acquired from each eye and 20 best ones selected for 
inclusion into the final database. The entire procedure is carried out in approximately 5 
minutes. A daylight cut-off filter was used to remove reflections caused by environmental 
light sources. The filter passed Infrared light without any attenuation, thereby retaining 
all image information. Infrared light is used to obtain better iris texture than is possible 
with the use of visible light. In order to constrict the pupil there is a need for sufficient 
visible light during the capture. This has the added benefit of protecting the cornea by 
restricting the amount of light going in. To prevent shadows from appearing over the iris 
due to eyelashes, the light was shown at an angle from below the camera. The specular 
reflections were restricted to the pupil region to avoid losing iris texture due to bright 
spots falling onto it [63]. In Figure 42 we present samples of person images left and right 
eyes from MIRLIN database. 
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Figure 27: Sample of Person images left and right eyes from MIRLIN database. 
 
The most import variables in the experiments were the information retrieval variables. 
Namely, the number of wavelet decomposition used in feature extraction of textures, the 
wavelet filter used (the low-pass and high-pass filters), the edge-handling scheme 
(periodic or symmetric image extension mode).  Each experiment is done in the following 
steps: 
• Find the normalized iris image. 
• Divide it into N blocks (12 in our case). 
• Each block represents a texture (see Figure 28). 
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Figure 28:  Sample of GGD of the complete eye and a part with fitting approximated using ML. 
 
• A new fused normalized image is constructed by retrieving the best sub-image in 
each block from the 10 images. The selection procedure is as follows: 
o Apply the DWT filters such as like Daubechies 'db1' or  'db2' .. 'db45'. See 
Figure 29. 
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Figure 29: Sample of normalized iris decomposition at level two and level three. 
o Estimate the coefficients, α and β, to construct the feature vectors using 
the ML estimation algorithm for the GGD coefficients. See Figure 28:  
Sample of GGD of the complete eye and a part with fitting approximated 
using ML.. 
o Use Kullback-Leibler Distance to select the best match among a set of 
subimages of the same person (see Figure 30). 
o Reconstruct the normalized iris image from the best match subimages. 
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• Encode the iris code from the new normalized iris. 
• Calculate the HD measures between irises to estimate the Genuine and Impostor 
distributions. 
 
 
Figure 30: Sample of construction process. 
 
5.3.2 Results 
 
The result of the experiments can be summarized in (Table 5). It shows the decidability 
indices for our experiment with four different wavelet filters used in wavelet 
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decomposition namely, Daubechies 1, 6, 8 and 10. It is clear from this Table that the 
proposed fusion scheme has considerably improved the matching performance. 
Table 5: Results of the experiment applying different  
filters for wavelet decomposition at level two. 
Decidability 
Index 
Before After Improvement 
(%) 
DWT DB1 0.2848 0.2928 2.80 
DWT DB6 0.2843 0.3006 5.73 
DWT DB8 0.2848 0.3003 5.44 
DWT DB10 0.2845 0.3007 5.69 
 
We further investigate the effect of changing the edge-handling scheme of wavelet 
decomposition (DWT extension modes). The extension modes represent different ways 
of handling the problem of border distortion in the analysis. 'sym' value means boundary 
value symmetric replication. 'per' means periodization, This mode produces the smallest 
length wavelet decomposition. We investigate the effect of changing the mode in the 
second level and third level of decomposition using "Daubechies 6" the filter that gives 
us the best results in the previous experiment. We summarize the result of this 
experiment in (Table 6). 
Table 6: The effect of using periodical and symmetric edge-handling at 2nd and 3rd level of 
decomposition. 
 2 Level of Decomposition 3 Level of Decomposition 
Decidability Index Before 
Fusion 
After 
Fusion 
Percent 
Improved 
Before 
Fusion 
After 
Fusion 
Percent 
Improved 
Periodical edge-
handling 
0.2848 0.3018 5.97% 0.2848 0.3008 5.62% 
Symmetric edge-
handling 
0.2843 0.3006 5.73% 0.2848 0.3018 5.96% 
 
 
Reported values for the Equal Error Rate for complete set of experiments summarized in 
(Table 7: EER for the 7 experiments before and after fusion). 
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Table 7: EER for the 7 experiments before and after fusion. 
 Before Fusion After Fusion 
DB06_sym_2 0.7221 0.3799 
DB06_per_2 0.7196 0.3481 
DB06_sym_3 0.7196 0.3908 
DB06_per_3 0.7196 0.3485 
DB08_sym_2 0.7196 0.3765 
DB01_sym_2 0.7196 0.2879 
DB10_sym_2 0.7185 0.3724 
 
 
5.3.3 Performance Results: 
 
The results of our set of experiments are presented in four graphs for each experiment. 
The first graph is the genuine versus impostor score distributions that emphasize on the 
overlapping between the genuine and the impostor curves before and after experiment. 
The reported matching scores after fusion indicate the improvement in the overall system 
performance after the incorporation of several iris samples through the proposed fusion 
scheme. It should be noted that in this graph the impostor distribution is almost the same 
before and after distribution.  The second graph shows the Detection Error Trade-off 
(DET) curve. This graph clearly present the improvement in the proposed algorithm 
compared to the regular Daugman's algorithm.  The third graph shows the ROC 
(Receiver Operating Characteristic) curve. The ROC curve illustrates at different 
thresholds on the matching score the relationship between false accept rate and the 
genuine accept rate which is almost perfect. The last graph shows the relationship 
between the FAR and FRR.  
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5.3.3.1 Experiment 1: using db1, two levels and symmetric edge-
handling 
 
This experiment setup shows the least increase in performance in terms of the separation 
between the genuine and impostor scores distributions as shown in Figures Figure 31-
Figure 34. However, this experiment still gives some improvement (around 2.8%) which 
decreases the FAR as shown in Figures Figure 32 and Figure 34. 
 
 
Figure 31: Genuine and Impostor Distribution using db1, two levels and symmetric edge-handling. 
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Figure 32: DET Curve using db1, two levels and symmetric edge-handling. 
 
Figure 33: ROC Curve using db1, two levels and symmetric edge-handling. 
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Figure 34: FAR vs. FRR using db1, two levels and symmetric edge-handling. 
 
5.3.3.2 Experiment 2: using db6, two levels and symmetric edge-
handling 
This experiment configuration perform the second best increase in performance among 
our set of experiments configurations in terms of the separation between the genuine and 
impostor scores distributions as shown in Figures Figure 35-Figure 38. Once again, this 
experiment gives the second most improvement (around 5.73%) which decreases the 
FAR as shown in Figures Figure 36 and Figure 38. 
 
FRR before and after Fusion
FAR before 
Fusion 
FAR after 
Fusion 
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Figure 35: Genuine and Impostor Distributions using db6, two levels and symmetric edge-handling. 
 
Figure 36: DET Curve using db6, two levels and symmetric edge-handling. 
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Figure 37: ROC Curve using db6, two levels and symmetric edge-handling. 
 
Figure 38: FAR vs. FRR using db6, two levels and symmetric edge-handling. 
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5.3.3.3 Experiment 3: using db8, two levels and symmetric edge-
handling 
In this configuration using db8 filter in wavelet decomposition we also achieve quite 
competitive results with other filters like db6 and db10. The performance is around 
(5.44%) in the decidability index which indicate a good separation between the genuine 
scores and impostor scores as shown in Figures Figure 39-Figure 42. This leads to better 
FAR as clearly shown in Figure Figure 42. 
 
Figure 39: Genuine and Impostor Distributions using db8, two levels and symmetric edge-handling. 
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Figure 40: DET Curve using db8, two levels and symmetric edge-handling. 
 
Figure 41: ROC Curve using db8, two levels and symmetric edge-handling. 
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Figure 42: FAR vs. FRR using db8, two levels and symmetric edge-handling. 
 
5.3.3.4 Experiment 4: using db10, two levels and symmetric edge-
handling 
DB10 is the third filter that shows close results to the optimum with around 5.69% 
improvement in decidability index as shown in Figure 43. This improvement results in 
better detection rates and reduces the false alarms as illustrated in Figures Figure 44-
Figure 46.  
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Figure 43: Genuine and Impostor Distributions using db10, two levels and symmetric edge-handling. 
 
Figure 44: DET Curve using db10, two levels and symmetric edge-handling. 
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Figure 45: ROC Curve using db10, two levels and symmetric edge-handling. 
 
Figure 46: FAR vs. FRR using db10, two levels and symmetric edge-handling. 
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5.3.3.5 Experiment 5: using db6, two levels and periodical edge-
handling 
This experiment configuration is similar to experiment 2 except that we changed the 
DWT mode in edge-handling to use periodization rather than symmetric padding. With 
around 5.97% of improvement in decidability index as shown in Figure 47 we are able to 
achieve the optimum results with this configuration. We achieved the least false alarms 
ratios as shown in Figures Figure 48-Figure 50. 
 
 
Figure 47: Genuine and Impostor using db6, two levels and periodical edge-handling. 
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Figure 48: DET Curve using db6, two levels and periodical edge-handling. 
 
Figure 49: ROC Curve using db6, two levels and periodical edge-handling. 
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Figure 50: FAR vs. FRR using db6, two levels and periodical edge-handling. 
 
5.3.3.6 Experiment 6: using db6, three levels and symmetric edge-
handling 
In this experiment setup we also achieved almost the optimum results with around 5.69% 
of improvement as shown in Figures Figure 51-Figure 54. Although we are using 
symmetric padding for edge-handling, we outperform similar experiment configuration 
using periodization but at the third level of wavelet decomposition. 
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Figure 51: Genuine and Impostor using db6, three levels and symmetric edge-handling. 
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Figure 52: DET Curve using db6, three levels and symmetric edge-handling. 
 
Figure 53: ROC Curve using db6, three levels and symmetric edge-handling. 
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Figure 54: FAR vs. FRR using db6, three levels and symmetric edge-handling. 
 
5.3.3.7 Experiment 7: using db6, three levels and periodical edge-
handling 
In this setup the results was a little bit an expected. The performance was high but not 
higher than similar setup with symmetric padding for edge-handling which was not the 
case in the second level of decomposition.  In this setup we were able to achieve around 
5.62% of improvement of separation between genuine and impostors scores as shown in 
Figure 55 and better false alarm rates as shown in Figures Figure 56-Figure 58. 
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Figure 55: Genuine and Impostor Distribution using db6, three levels, and periodical edge-handling. 
 
Figure 56: DET Curve using db6, three levels, and periodical edge-handling. 
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Figure 57: ROC Curve using db6, three levels, and periodical edge-handling. 
 
Figure 58: FAR vs. FRR using db6, three levels, and periodical edge-handling. 
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Chapter 6 
6 Conclusions and Future Work 
 
6.1 Summary of Work 
This thesis has presented two novel schemes for information fusion in multibiometric 
systems. The first scheme, based on digital image watermarking techniques, enables the 
incorporation of several fingerprint samples for the improvement of the matching 
performance of fingerprint-based biometric systems. Performance improvements have 
been evaluated against the FVC2004 fingerprint database. The proposed fusion scheme 
combines multiple fingerprint impressions into a single one such that the important 
features of each sample is preserved while the least important one are discarded. High 
perceptual quality of the fused image is achieved by taking into account the image 
activity levels measured through wavelet coefficients strengths. Wavelet-based domain is 
selected for the fusion process due to its ability to “perfectly” capture the HVS 
modalities. Afterwards, features of the fused image are extracted and compared against 
stored templates of genuine and impostor samples. It is worth noting that the proposed 
fusion algorithm does not affect the locations of the minutia points in fingerprints which 
makes it suitable also for minutia-based systems. 
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The second fusion scheme merges several iris samples at the “pre-feature” level using a 
new iris quality measure. Normalized iris images are divided into blocks where each 
block represents a texture that is modeled using a GGD-based statistical model. The 
“best” iris block from each iris sample to selected for inclusion in the resulting improved 
normalized iris image. Then, the resulting iris features are encoded by convolving the 
normalized iris region with 1D Log-Gabor filters and then the phase components are 
quantized in order to produce a bit-wise biometric template. The Hamming distance is 
used as a matching metric. A failure of statistical independence between two templates 
would result in a match, that is, the two templates are deemed to have been generated 
from the same iris. 
6.2 Summary of Findings 
Multibiometric systems using multiple impressions of the biometric trait (fingerprint and 
iris in our case) have been shown to outperform their counterparts that use a single 
modality. We have clearly shown that digital watermarking can be used as a successful 
fusion scheme for multiple instances of the same modality (fingerprint images). The 
accuracy of the multibiometric systems has been shown to improve using such fusion 
schemes. Also, we have proposed an enhancement of the Daugman algorithm (IrisCode-
based) for iris recognition through a new fusion scheme which is based on a novel iris 
quality measure. 
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6.3 Recommendation for Future Work 
The solutions proposed in this Thesis enable multibiometric systems to perform more 
accurately. However, several research issues need to be further investigated. In what 
follows, we outline the most important issues: 
1- Embedding capacity: It would be useful to investigate the embedding capacity 
of the watermarking scheme to get an accurate estimate of the number of 
fingerprint samples that can be accommodated for fusion. A more theoretical 
study of the hiding capacity limits of typical fingerprint images is required for this 
purpose.  
2- Fusion level: For filterbank-based fingerprint systems, the incorporation of the 
proposed fusion scheme at later stages such as the feature level would require the 
investigation of the suitability of the filterbank representations for watermarking-
based fusion. Due to its redundant expansion, caution should be exercised when 
fusing fingerprint templates in such domains. Very few studies have been 
proposed regarding watermarking in redundant domains. 
3- Multiple-modalities: Using more than two biometric traits such as the face, iris 
and fingerprint would pose several challenges for their fusion. First of all, it will 
be hard to find a common transform domain which is “optimal” in terms of 
performance for three modalities.  
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Appendix I: Parameter Estimation for GGD  
 
Sample iris images quality measures results: 
 
Img_Filename Sharpness Saturation SNR Average_Graylevel Contrast Occlusion_Percentage 
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g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\R\0004.bmp 22 10 52 128 110 13
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\R\0005.bmp 21 10 53 120 86 9
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\R\0006.bmp 26 6 51 126 124 16
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\R\0007.bmp 27 7 51 132 106 11
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\R\0008.bmp 27 1 31 86 151 40
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\R\0009.bmp 18 9 53 113 100 14
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\R\0010.bmp 20 9 51 126 110 14
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\R\0011.bmp 15 11 54 110 99 15
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\R\0012.bmp 25 7 52 129 116 14
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\R\0013.bmp 20 9 51 126 110 14
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\R\0014.bmp 23 8 50 126 101 11
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\R\0015.bmp 22 8 51 125 112 14
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\R\0016.bmp 18 9 53 113 100 14
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\R\0017.bmp 49 0 25 112 107 8
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\R\0018.bmp 20 9 51 111 83 9
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\R\0019.bmp 23 8 51 129 102 11
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\R\0020.bmp 27 1 30 89 153 40
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\L\0001.bmp 26 4 56 147 58 0
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\L\0002.bmp 27 5 57 149 59 0
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\L\0003.bmp 26 4 56 147 59 0
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\L\0004.bmp 27 4 57 151 59 0
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Sample iris images properties: 
Img_Filename Pupil_X Pupil_Y Pupil_R Iris_X Iris_Y Iris_R
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\L\0001.bmp 299 171 39 303 170 104
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\L\0002.bmp 298 172 40 298 172 100
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\L\0003.bmp 302 175 38 300 173 100
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\L\0004.bmp 301 175 38 300 173 100
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\L\0005.bmp 301 174 38 305 173 106
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\L\0006.bmp 304 175 38 304 173 104
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\L\0007.bmp 303 177 42 306 175 104
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\L\0008.bmp 302 175 41 311 175 109
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\L\0009.bmp 303 177 41 308 175 105
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\L\0010.bmp 302 175 41 308 175 105
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\L\0011.bmp 301 175 41 310 175 108
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\L\0012.bmp 303 176 41 309 174 108
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\L\0013.bmp 303 178 40 306 176 105
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\L\0014.bmp 304 176 38 304 176 103
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\L\0015.bmp 301 176 39 300 175 100
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\L\0016.bmp 301 176 39 305 175 105
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\L\0017.bmp 301 176 39 306 175 105
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\L\0018.bmp 303 178 37 302 177 100
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\L\0019.bmp 302 174 41 307 174 104
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\L\0020.bmp 303 173 39 305 172 103
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\R\0001.bmp 328 210 42 327 209 100
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\R\0002.bmp 329 211 41 327 209 99
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\R\0003.bmp 329 212 40 322 210 106
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\R\0004.bmp 329 211 39 325 210 102
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\R\0005.bmp 330 211 40 328 210 100
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\R\0006.bmp 334 210 38 327 209 104
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\R\0007.bmp 333 210 38 329 209 102
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\R\0008.bmp 334 210 38 332 209 99
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\R\0009.bmp 339 208 39 337 207 100
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\R\0010.bmp 339 208 38 337 206 100
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\R\0011.bmp 338 206 42 336 204 96
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\R\0012.bmp 335 205 43 335 205 101
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\R\0013.bmp 335 210 40 335 210 100
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\R\0014.bmp 336 211 42 331 210 104
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\R\0015.bmp 335 210 41 331 210 104
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\R\0016.bmp 331 208 41 328 208 105
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\R\0017.bmp 334 209 41 331 209 105
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\R\0018.bmp 334 209 42 329 208 105
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\R\0019.bmp 335 209 41 333 208 100
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0001\R\0020.bmp 335 209 41 333 208 100
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\L\0001.bmp 350 224 37 350 222 99
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\L\0002.bmp 351 226 37 352 224 98
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\L\0003.bmp 351 226 37 351 225 99
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g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\L\0004.bmp 351 226 37 352 225 99
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\L\0005.bmp 353 225 37 352 224 99
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\L\0006.bmp 353 225 36 352 222 99
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\L\0007.bmp 354 225 37 356 223 99
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\L\0008.bmp 353 222 37 354 222 99
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\L\0009.bmp 355 216 37 354 215 98
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\L\0010.bmp 355 216 37 355 215 99
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\L\0011.bmp 357 217 38 356 215 99
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\L\0012.bmp 359 237 37 358 235 98
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\L\0013.bmp 358 235 37 359 234 98
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\L\0014.bmp 357 234 38 357 234 100
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\L\0015.bmp 359 236 38 359 234 98
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\L\0016.bmp 360 235 38 360 233 98
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\L\0017.bmp 360 235 38 359 232 98
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\L\0018.bmp 361 235 38 361 233 98
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\L\0019.bmp 358 233 37 360 233 98
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\L\0020.bmp 361 235 38 360 232 98
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\R\0001.bmp 349 165 40 342 164 104
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\R\0002.bmp 348 163 40 342 163 104
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\R\0003.bmp 349 164 40 341 163 104
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\R\0004.bmp 348 164 40 341 163 104
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\R\0005.bmp 350 163 39 348 162 96
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\R\0006.bmp 339 169 40 333 169 104
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\R\0007.bmp 340 167 40 332 166 104
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\R\0008.bmp 339 154 39 331 152 104
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\R\0009.bmp 338 154 40 336 154 96
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\R\0010.bmp 342 158 39 337 158 103
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\R\0011.bmp 346 156 39 337 157 104
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\R\0012.bmp 345 157 40 338 156 104
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\R\0013.bmp 345 158 39 339 158 104
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\R\0014.bmp 346 154 37 340 154 104
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\R\0015.bmp 346 154 37 341 154 103
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\R\0016.bmp 347 152 38 345 152 98
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\R\0017.bmp 349 150 38 346 151 96
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\R\0018.bmp 349 150 39 341 150 104
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\R\0019.bmp 349 148 40 347 148 98
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0002\R\0020.bmp 347 148 40 340 148 104
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\L\0001.bmp 271 226 50 279 226 126
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\L\0002.bmp 271 223 49 279 223 127
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\L\0003.bmp 274 223 49 279 222 127
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\L\0004.bmp 272 222 49 280 222 126
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\L\0005.bmp 271 226 51 278 226 127
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\L\0006.bmp 272 223 49 280 223 126
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\L\0007.bmp 290 219 46 295 219 126
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\L\0008.bmp 271 223 49 278 223 127
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g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\L\0009.bmp 273 226 52 278 225 127
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\L\0010.bmp 272 226 51 278 226 127
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\L\0011.bmp 272 221 47 278 221 127
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\L\0012.bmp 292 219 43 298 219 125
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\L\0013.bmp 291 220 44 298 220 125
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\L\0014.bmp 289 220 46 295 220 126
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\L\0015.bmp 272 222 49 279 222 127
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\L\0016.bmp 270 226 49 277 226 126
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\L\0017.bmp 288 220 46 295 220 125
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\L\0018.bmp 272 225 49 277 225 126
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\L\0019.bmp 290 218 46 295 219 125
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\L\0020.bmp 274 219 46 280 219 127
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\R\0001.bmp 281 264 41 276 264 125
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\R\0002.bmp 293 265 42 289 265 125
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\R\0003.bmp 297 259 39 291 258 126
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\R\0004.bmp 294 264 42 287 263 125
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\R\0005.bmp 294 265 41 288 264 125
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\R\0006.bmp 295 259 38 290 259 125
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\R\0007.bmp 295 258 39 291 258 125
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\R\0008.bmp 294 264 42 288 263 125
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\R\0009.bmp 295 265 40 289 264 125
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\R\0010.bmp 295 265 40 288 265 125
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\R\0011.bmp 274 261 43 269 261 124
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\R\0012.bmp 293 264 40 288 264 125
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\R\0013.bmp 294 266 42 287 264 125
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\R\0014.bmp 287 262 39 283 262 124
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\R\0015.bmp 282 264 40 276 264 125
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\R\0016.bmp 256 263 41 250 262 122
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\R\0017.bmp 294 266 42 288 264 125
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\R\0018.bmp 288 266 38 281 265 125
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\R\0019.bmp 292 264 41 288 264 125
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0003\R\0020.bmp 270 266 41 263 264 123
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\L\0001.bmp 315 187 45 320 187 119
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\L\0002.bmp 317 190 45 322 189 119
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\L\0003.bmp 313 187 44 320 187 120
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\L\0004.bmp 315 187 46 320 187 119
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\L\0005.bmp 315 186 43 321 186 118
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\L\0006.bmp 317 191 45 324 191 119
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\L\0007.bmp 320 190 46 326 189 118
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\L\0008.bmp 317 186 45 322 186 119
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\L\0009.bmp 317 188 45 322 188 119
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\L\0010.bmp 316 188 45 312 188 110
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\L\0011.bmp 315 188 46 322 188 119
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\L\0012.bmp 317 188 45 322 188 119
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\L\0013.bmp 317 187 41 322 186 118
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g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\L\0014.bmp 314 186 44 321 186 119
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\L\0015.bmp 316 191 45 311 190 110
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\L\0016.bmp 316 186 44 320 186 118
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\L\0017.bmp 314 186 44 321 186 119
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\L\0018.bmp 315 187 45 320 187 118
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\L\0019.bmp 313 192 44 320 192 118
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\L\0020.bmp 314 188 45 320 188 119
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\R\0001.bmp 320 185 45 319 185 110
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\R\0002.bmp 318 187 44 316 186 110
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\R\0003.bmp 317 187 45 317 187 109
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\R\0004.bmp 305 182 45 295 182 118
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\R\0005.bmp 306 182 45 296 181 118
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\R\0006.bmp 304 173 46 293 173 122
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\R\0007.bmp 305 173 45 293 173 120
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\R\0008.bmp 306 182 45 296 182 223
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\R\0009.bmp 307 173 44 297 174 118
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\R\0010.bmp 304 181 45 293 182 120
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\R\0011.bmp 306 174 46 298 174 118
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\R\0012.bmp 307 183 46 297 182 118
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\R\0013.bmp 304 181 45 293 182 120
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\R\0014.bmp 306 184 47 295 184 118
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\R\0015.bmp 304 181 47 296 181 118
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\R\0016.bmp 307 173 44 297 174 118
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\R\0017.bmp 308 173 44 298 173 223
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\R\0018.bmp 304 173 45 302 173 110
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\R\0019.bmp 305 172 46 293 173 120
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0004\R\0020.bmp 308 171 47 298 171 225
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\L\0001.bmp 308 257 45 316 256 117
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\L\0002.bmp 308 257 45 316 256 116
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\L\0003.bmp 306 259 46 314 257 117
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\L\0004.bmp 303 256 46 311 256 117
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\L\0005.bmp 303 258 47 311 256 117
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\L\0006.bmp 306 258 43 314 257 116
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\L\0007.bmp 303 258 44 311 257 117
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\L\0008.bmp 302 256 44 311 256 116
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\L\0009.bmp 305 263 46 311 260 117
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\L\0010.bmp 304 260 49 312 259 117
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\L\0011.bmp 303 258 49 312 258 116
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\L\0012.bmp 302 256 50 310 256 117
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\L\0013.bmp 301 258 50 310 258 117
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\L\0014.bmp 302 261 51 310 259 117
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\L\0015.bmp 303 261 52 311 258 116
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\L\0016.bmp 303 262 52 311 259 116
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\L\0017.bmp 303 260 53 312 260 117
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\L\0018.bmp 301 259 47 310 259 117
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g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\L\0019.bmp 304 264 47 311 263 117
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\L\0020.bmp 304 262 44 311 260 117
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\R\0001.bmp 252 247 47 246 246 117
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\R\0002.bmp 256 250 45 250 249 117
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\R\0003.bmp 245 251 54 238 250 116
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\R\0004.bmp 240 239 56 235 239 117
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\R\0005.bmp 235 233 49 230 233 117
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\R\0006.bmp 236 236 48 229 235 117
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\R\0007.bmp 235 239 47 228 238 116
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\R\0008.bmp 235 241 49 227 239 117
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\R\0009.bmp 230 239 50 225 239 116
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\R\0010.bmp 232 242 51 225 240 117
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\R\0011.bmp 231 246 51 225 243 116
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\R\0012.bmp 232 245 52 225 242 117
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\R\0013.bmp 230 245 53 223 242 116
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\R\0014.bmp 231 241 48 224 238 117
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\R\0015.bmp 230 240 50 223 238 116
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\R\0016.bmp 232 241 51 224 238 116
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\R\0017.bmp 230 240 51 223 238 116
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\R\0018.bmp 230 242 52 223 239 117
g:\Shared\MIRLIN\Set1\DVD1\0005\R\0019.bmp 232 243 49 224 240 117
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